Case Study
Realization of a test bench for three-way valves
Logitech Automazione

The Goals

Challanges

Logitech Automation, a company that operates in the design of
automation plants and systems, wants to build a new type of test
bench for three-way valves, in which the critical functions are
managed by a PLC and all user interaction and test strategy are
entrusted to a PC. Having in its interior a highly experienced team of
PLC programmers, Logitech Automazione relies for the PC part on
T4SM.

▪

Intuitive interface
for touch screen;

▪

Possibility of reprogramming
the test sequences for each
type of valve in an easy and
fast way;

▪

Compatibility
with
the
manufacturing
enterprise
management system of the
user client;

▪

▪

optimized

The system must be able to
operate with different sensors
and data acquisition devices
configurations of National
Instruments;
Access
to
various
functionalities reserved for
users with different levels of
privilege.

Application requirements are:


Intuitive interface optimized for touch screen;



Possibility of reprogramming the test sequences for each type
of valve in an easy and fast way;



Compatibility with the manufacturing enterprise management
system of the user client;



The system must be able to operate with different National
Instruments
data
acquisition
boards
and
sensors
configurations;



Access to various functionalities reserved for users with
different levels of privilege.

Solution

▪

Custom software based on
iDaq
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Resources

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

iDaq
LabVIEW

The Solution
T4SM has developed a custom application for Logitech Automazione

MPI-USB Adapter

based on iDaq, a configurable and expandable software for

CompactDAQ

acquisition, visualization and data insertion, also developed by T4SM.

PLC Siemens

Below the diagram of the solution is shown.

Sensors
Computer
Touchscreen

Logitech Automation has been
operating successfully since
1997 in the field of design of
automation plants and systems,
specializing in particular in the
industrial automation sector
with
the
design
and
implementation of automatic
and semi-automatic machines
for production, assembly and
testing in various productive
sectors.
Logitech Automation offers a
service that goes beyond simply
delivering to arrive at systematic
maintenance, installation, and
update of implementations that
may be necessary for specific
customer needs, in addition to
the SOFTWARE programming
of a Siemens PLC systems,
Vision Systems, Kawasaki laser
Marking
Robots, and data
acquisition and monitoring with
industrial PCs.

Solution Diagram

In the machine, there are three pressure sensors and a torque
sensor, which signals are acquired through a CompactDAQ to iDaq.
The three-way valve to be tested contains a ball, which rotating
regulates the passage of what the valve has to convey. The ball
rotation is driven by a motor controlled by a Siemens PLC. During
the ball rotation, the torque is controlled.
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Benefits and Results
With the proposed solution, all the goals have been achieved. The
immediate benefits experienced by Logitech Automazione are in particular:
TOOLS for SMART MINDS
(T4SM) is a system integrator
that develops software solutions
for manufacturing companies.
T4SM is Alliance Partner of
National Instruments and the
development team consists of
Certified LabVIEW Architects
(CLA) who have long experience
in LV Real-Time Programming
and LV-FPGA.
T4SM designs from scratch to
high-quality solutions easily
integrable
with
third-party
products, which help customers
to shorten time-to-market of
their systems.
T4SM
uses
the
AGILE
methodology
for
the
development
of
software
projects and the co-design of
applications with immediate
benefits for customers, helping
them to gain a competitive
advantage over competitors.
For technical support
product information:

and

www.toolsforsmartminds.com
TOOLS for SMART MINDS
Corporate headquarter
Via Padania, 16
25030 Castel Mella
Brescia (Italy)



Quick sensors configuration due to iDaq, in particular the calibration
of filters for the electrical noise removal;



Possibility of reprogramming the test sequences for each type of
valve in an easy and fast way;



Intuitive interface that allows operators to be productive from the
first use;



Thanks to iDaq technology any acquisition board or type of sensor
can be replaced without changing the downstream applications of
iDaq;



The possibility of future updates to come in the evolution of Industry
4.0.

Combining the PLC with a PC and iDaq, Logitech Automazione obtained the
best of available technologies in security, versatility, and ease of use.
Working in a coordinated way, Logitech Automazione and T4SM could
create, test and deliver the test bench to the customer in a very short
time.

“While working closely with T4SM, we could appreciate the
professionalism and the seriousness with which the system issues to
be realized were analyzed, processed and the possible solutions
evaluated, shared and subsequently implemented. We also really
appreciated the availability and flexibility in the planning of the work
to be performed which for a dynamic company such ours is
fundamental;
Result: goal achieved admirably.”
Ivan Morandi - Logitech Automazione Administrator
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